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Abstract 
When a voluntary action causes a sensory outcome, actions and their subsequent effects are perceived as being closer together in 
time, this effect being called intentional binding. Since studies on perceived time are highly dependent on subjective reports, an 
avenue to gain more reliable subjective reports regarding the precise moment of a temporal event is to work with experienced 
meditators. It has been shown in many studies that experienced meditators are able to keep attention more consistently on a task 
and they have increased attentional control and report more accurately their body sensations. In this study, we performed an 
intentional binding paradigm with twenty experienced meditators and compared the results with matched controls. Moreover, the 
pre-supplementary area (SMA) is regarded as key structure for voluntary movement and contributing to the sense of agency. For 
example, it has been shown that disrupting neural activity in the SMA leads to less intentional binding. Therefore, brain dynamic 
(EEG) was recorded and a single-trial analysis technique of the task was performed to estimate whether intentional binding is 
correlated with spontaneous slow cortical potentials (SCP). We observed that self-initiated movements following positive and 
negative potential shifts of SCPs in meditators, which are related to SMA activation, have different effects on intentional binding, 
especially the error regarding timing of sensory outcome rises. The difference between groups in timing accuracy and its 
correlate of brain dynamics will be discussed in detail. 
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